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This best-selling title offers an ingenious approach to teaching little ones to tie their shoes. Inside,

irresistible rhyming text guides children through the process step-by-step. â€œRed lace, yellow lace,

Hereâ€™s how you begin: Make an X but leave a space, To poke the red lace in.â€•Sunny full-color

illustrations demonstrate the steps and, the most funâ€¦children can follow along on a model shoe

with real laces! A gentle and engaging lesson that also challenges toddlers' hand-eye coordination.
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This book helped my 6 year old son learn to tie his shoes in one night! He had been struggling and

the way this book showed step by step really clicked with him. He is a big fan of Legos and the

picture diagrams seemed similar to that method of teaching with pictures. He spent about an hour

working on it in his room and basically self-taught with this book.

very cute rhyme to learn with. I bought several items to teach my kids with, this was the least

favorite, but it is very cute, and a great concept. You know your child best so you would be able to

tell if this would help them learn. The book only teaches one way to tie, which was limiting for my

family, the book did separate from the shoe rather effortlessly if you ask my 4yr old, however it is

durable and we keep it to practice with.



I have been having issues with my eight year old learning how to tie his shoes I have tried

everything possible, finally I found this book and it works like a charm he had learned how to tie his

shoes within three days no more need for the book now so I get to pass it down to my four year old

niece.. I couldn't be happier with this book

My youngest daughter was having trouble learning to tie her shoes. It was only frustrating her when

I tried to help her, so I ordered this book. In less that thirty minutes she was able to tie her shoes!

This does teach the method of making two loops then tying them together, so if you don't want your

child learning it that way, then don't order it.

2 of the 3 kiddos learned to tie their shoe within an hour of opening the book. The lace with two

different colors on each end made it easy for their little minds to figure out which one was crossing

where. You do need to help since the page has to be turned and is obviously a challenge as a child

holds two lace ends.

When your child gets better at it they can put their foot down on the page and follow the directions.

It worked. My friend recommended this 3 years ago when I struggled with my son learning to tie his

shoe. He's 9 and still has problems. Bought the book and he loves it. This book walked him through

shoe tying.

Helped my child grasp the concept of shoe tying. She learned to do it on her own the very next day

after receiving the book.
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